Product Brochure

A MICROSOFT OFFICE 365
WINDOWS PHONE APP
FOR DISCOVERY AND PRODUCTIVITY

Cut Through The Noise. Discover Vital Content, In The Oﬃce Or On The Go.
Take the power of Oﬃce Delve further, My World surfaces content that is relevant to you based on what you are working on and
the people you work with. Gain additional insights through personalized “Topic Cloud”, check out your suggested documents and
connect with people you should be leveraging, all through an immersive visual interface.
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DISCOVER RELEVANT
CONTENT AROUND YOU,
BASED ON YOUR PRIORITIES

FIND OUT WHAT TOPICS
ARE TRENDING AROUND
YOU

DISCOVER AND CONNECT
WITH COLLEAGUES IN
YOUR OFFICE OR
AROUND THE WORLD

LET CORTANA HELP

Quickly scan for compelling
content and documents
most important to you
right now.

Explore your
organization’s content
via a Topic Cloud. Explore
a rich user interface to
scan key topics, trending
around you. Click on a
topic to ﬁnd related
content and continue the
exploration.

Quickly connect with your
frequent collaborators via
a rich and fun-to-use
People interface. Use the
Suggested People view to
ﬁnd individuals you may
not be connected to, but
should be.

Keep your hands free
and ask Cortana to show
you the documents and
topics that are trending
around you.

Discover additional,
personalized content
based on topic-driven
insights to keep you
informed and in the know.

AVEPOINT MY WORLD

www.AvePoint.com

With massive proliferation of content, a multitude of systems to keep track of and colleagues all
over the world, we struggle to remain aware of relevant topics and stay connected to people around
us. Delve and the Oﬃce Graph represent huge strides in improving this condition by surfacing the
most relevant content and people that we’re connected to. My World (Preview) builds on this - Now
you can scan personalized trending topics, review related content, and quickly ﬁnd important
documents that you are working on based on your priorities. Additionally, our Topic Cloud surfaces
content, and documents you might be interested in and connects you to the right individuals. All of
this available on mobile with a rich user interface for an engaging experience.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
Support for Windows Phone 8.1 and Windows Phone 10. Additional versions and platforms to follow.
Built as a Windows Universal Application.
Connects to your Oﬃce 365 Tenant via secure login.
Queries the Oﬃce Graph, via REST, on user’s behalf to drive multiple experiences across the app.
Includes Cortana integration to support multiple voice commands.
Mine topics and content most relevant to users using “Entity Extraction”. Those topics are then used to drive additional
search-based insights by suggesting additional content and people.
Entity Extraction service hosted in Windows Azure.
Dynamic and engaging visuals help users consume content easily and connect with colleagues using a relationship trees.
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